







avoid spelling mistakes. 






You need to concentrate on details. There have been silly mistakes. You need to improve in terms of amendments. You need to get detailed information about the new amendments. Read more. learn more. Also avoid cancellations and silly mistakes. All the best. 








You can write the answer in a better form. It's a good habit to give examples. 












Good attempt. Keep it up . 






INC - 22 ACTIVE. write proper  names. 




The previous date had been extended. Usually avoid writing such things coz MCA changes the due date. 




Which form ? specify. 


You need to write details. Read the question properly and then give details therein. 












Write the whole name of the Act or the full name in relation to specific words. 




Special resolution is enough for public company. and you need to mention that in your conclusion. 
















The question is in relation to effects of ultra vires transaction. So you need to concentrate on the EFFECTS rather than writing description of the case law. Write only information that is needed. 




You need to also mention about the general meeting and resolution to be passed therein.  
Also resolved that shall always include a inverted commas.
kindly include the same.  
you need to to also mention the specified ROC. 
Also mention the changed object clause.










If you are writing definition as per Act, kindly write fine details as well especially if you are mentioning a specified section. 




You need to write the exemption as well and also provide details on layers of subsidiary. Simply writing one statement is not enough. 








As per amendments, the name for reservation is RUN-LLP and not just RUN. concentrate on small details. 










The days are restricted to 30. 










State what vital information includes. You need to write details wherever necessary. 


specify the details. 


List down the statements used in accounting. 


Write explanation. 





Choose correct grammer. 




it's not vompl




